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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

 

Finally, after doing all of the research and observation 

that was being done through deep analysis and understanding 

by using the relevant theories it was founded that there is a 

strong motive behind the Kim Jong Un‘s decision in 

conducting political manuever to preserve nuclear program. 

There are so many variables and aspect that contribute in the 

decision-making process that could bring Kim Jong Un to the 

point where he should conduct political manuever. The writer, 

after conduct a deep analysis by using the theoretical 

framework have come to the conclusion.  

The reason why Kim Jong Un conduct a political 

manuever in preserving nuclear is because Kim Jong Un need 

to use different approach in order to achieving different and 

better outcome by changing the strategy from the  previous 

way using the confrontational straregy shown by the series of 

missile and nuclear test into cooperative strategy by opening 

peace talks  and negotiations. Kim Jong Un have already reach 

the most important aspect he need, which is ―the world 

acknowledgement‖ on the capability of Kim Jong Un nuclear 

program. This situation strengthening Kim Jong Un‘s position 

and bargaining power in the negotiation table.  

The timing is perfect for Kim Jong Un‘s to conduct 

political manuever by changing his move from confrontational 

into cooperative because the world has witnessed the serious 

threat that could North Korea brings, so in order to stop any 

possible new and escalate threat, the Kim Jong Un‘s opponent 

consider the peace talk and negotiation as a way of solution.  
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Kim Jong Un would not adopt this solution and 

implementing this cooperative political manuever strategy if 

he not have a good preparation and plan towards it.  

Moreover, the supporting reason is also because the 

sanction that given by United Nation Security Council that 

aimed in causing an economy breakdown in North Korea. Kim 

Jong Un as the supreme leader that has responsibility in 

making sure the country‘s surival have to consider any 

possible option that could works in two different aspect that 

become his major interest whcih is economy recover and the 

preservation of nuclear proram. The political manuever 

strategy by using the cooperative strategy have proven as the 

best way to deal with this situation. 

The fact that Kim Jong Un keep achieving a numerous 

of good result after conducting his political manuever have 

shown that this move is very effective and suitable for North 

Korea. Despite the Singapore. North Korea could get all the 

privilege shown by the lifting of sanctions, the fixing of 

relation, the legitimacy that earned during the dragging world‘ 

attention and at the same time until the present time still able 

to preserving its nuclear program without any significant 

progress in nuclear dismantlement. By conducting political 

manuever, Kim Jong Un have lead his country to a better and 

progressive direction.  

 

 

 

 

 


